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Abstract In this study, the ionization rate in the atmosphere
induced by solar and galactic cosmic rays is calculated for
the region of Athens (Greece) during the time period from
1996 to 2019 covering the last two solar cycles 23 and 24.
In order to compute the cosmic ray induced ionization, the
corresponding model of the University of Oulu was used
along with its new version which is extended to the upper
atmosphere. This model has been applied to the entire atmo-
sphere, i.e., from the atmospheric depth of 0.00 g/cm2 corre-
sponding to the upper limit of the atmosphere (∼40 km), to
that one of 1025 g/cm2 corresponding to the Earth’s surface.
Furthermore, an application has been made as a function of
rigidity and geomagnetic latitude, from 0.1 GV (∼90◦ polar
regions) to 14.9 GV (∼0◦ equatorial regions). Specifically,
we focus at the region of Athens that is a middle latitude one,
located at 38◦N geographic latitude, and cosmic ray inten-
sity is recorded by the sea level (260 m) neutron monitor sta-
tion of the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens.
Cosmic ray particles with a vertical cut-off rigidity of 8.5
GV are measured in real time and magnetospheric effects of
the cosmic ray intensity with the maximum amplitude in the
north hemisphere, are often observed. A comparison of the
calculated cosmic ray induced ionization in this region with
the ionization of polar and equatorial regions during the dif-
ferent phases of the solar cycles 23 and 24, is performed.
A seasonal variation of this ionization during all the exam-
ined period is for first time observed. Obtained results are
discussed in terms of Space Weather applications.
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1 Introduction

As it is known the ionization of the atmosphere is a signif-
icant factor affecting the physical-chemical composition of
the entire atmosphere (Dorman 2004; Harrison and Tammet
2008) and thus several climate parameters, such as precip-
itation, cyclogenesis, cloud cover in mid- to high-latitude
regions, atmospheric transparency and aerosol formation
(Bazilevskaya et al. 2008). Cosmic rays are the main ion-
izing agent for lower and middle atmosphere and for prac-
tical purposes, such as for the impact of cosmic radiation
on the cloud formation and the ozone layer, it is of high
importance to calculate precisely the Cosmic Ray Induced
Ionization (CRII) and its variations according to time, loca-
tion, solar and geomagnetic activity (Usoskin et al. 2009a).
The CRII depends on two main factors: the solar activity
that modulates the intensity of the cosmic ray flux and the
geomagnetic field that acts as a charged particle discrimina-
tor and determines which particles arrive at the Earth at the
different latitudes.

Both high energy galactic cosmic rays (GCR), always
present in the vicinity of the Earth and affected by solar
modulation, and sporadic solar energetic particles (SEPs)
of lower energy but high peak flux, are the major compo-
nents for CRII (Usoskin et al. 2009a). Besides the perma-
nent flux of GCR, sporadic SEP events may occur when,
due to solar flares or CMEs, strong fluxes of energetic par-
ticles are produced. Such particles (mostly protons), when
they interact with the Earth’s atmosphere, produce a signifi-
cant increase of the atmosphere’s ionization (Schröter et al.
2006). SEPs are mostly accelerated up to hundreds MeV,
thus the respective increase of ionization is observed only
in the polar atmosphere at high altitude. Nevertheless, dur-
ing strong events called ground level enhancement of cosmic
rays (GLE), particles may be accelerated up to a few GeV.
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Consequently, GLEs can cause ionization effects even to the
lower altitudes. More to that, it is shown that the direct ion-
ization effect by GLEs is negligible or even negative in all
low and mid-latitude regions, because of the accompanying
Forbush decreases. Only in polar atmosphere the effect is
positive where, during major GLE events, it can be dramatic
in the upper atmosphere (Usoskin et al. 2009b).

The cosmic ray ionization can be satisfactorily com-
puted by some numerical models (Usoskin et al. 2009a).
In this work, the CRII model of the University of Oulu ap-
plied to the entire atmosphere (Usoskin and Kovaltsov 2006;
Usoskin et al. 2010) has been used for ionization calcula-
tions at three specific latitudes (polar, mid-latitude and equa-
torial regions) for different time periods during the solar cy-
cles 23 and 24. A comparison among these regions with dif-
ferent cut-off rigidities and time periods during the different
phases of the solar cycles gives significant conclusions use-
ful for space weather applications. A more extended study is
performed for the middle latitude region of Athens in Greece
using data from the Athens Neutron Monitor Station.

2 Data selection

In order to calculate the CRII for specific time periods,
latitudes and altitudes, the “Cosmic Ray Induced Ion-
ization: Do-it-yourself kit” (http://cosmicrays.oulu.fi/CRII/
CRII.html) of the Oulu Cosmic Ray Station has been used.
In this kit, recalculated tables of cosmic ray induced ioniza-
tion (CRII) in units of ion pairs/g/sec are given. Each table
concerns a specific residual atmospheric depth starting from
0.00 g/cm2 to 1025 g/cm2. In the first line of each table,
one finds the values of the modulation potential Phi in MV
(from 0 to 1500 MV), whereas the following lines give the
geomagnetic cut-off rigidity Rc in GV (first number), fol-
lowed by the CRII for the corresponding values of Rc (raw)
and Phi (column).

Monthly and annual values of the modulation parameter
Phi (in MV) reconstructed from the ground based cosmic ray
data, can be found at http://cosmicrays.oulu.fi/phi/phi.html
in tabular and vector form (Usoskin et al. 2005, 2011). The
modulation parameter corresponds to the local interstellar
spectrum (LIS) of cosmic rays as provided by Burger et al.
(2000).

Regarding the cosmic ray intensity data at the region of
Athens, they were obtained from the Athens Neutron Mon-
itor Station – A.Ne.Mo.S (http://cosray.phys.uoa.gr) of the
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens in Greece
operating from the year 2000 in real time mode. It is a mid-
dle latitude station with geographic coordinates 38◦N and
24◦E and cut-off rigidity equal to 8.5 GV. It is located at an
altitude of 260 m above sea level. It is the unique station in
the Balkan and East Mediterranean region covering the cut-
off rigidities from 6.34 GV (Rome) to 11.9 GV (Tel-Aviv).

This station provides the possibility studying ionization ef-
fects by cosmic rays and consequently climate variability in
these regions.

As it concerns the Sunspot Number, data of “Sunspot In-
dex and Long-term Solar Observations” of the Royal Obser-
vatory of Belgium (http://www.sidc.be/silso/datafiles#total)
are used.

3 The CRII model

The CRII model is a numerical model that calculates the cos-
mic ray induced ionization in the entire atmosphere from the
ground up to approximately 40 km of altitude, all over the
globe. The model computations coincide with direct frag-
mentary measurements of the atmospheric ionization in a
full range of parameters, covering all latitudes and altitudes
during different solar cycle phases confirming its reliability
and validity.

In this model the Monte Carlo CORSIKA tool is used
(v.6.617 August 2007) (Heck et al. 1998), which provides
a full development simulation of an electromagnetic-muon-
nucleonic cascade in the atmosphere, as well as the FLUKA
package for the low-energy interactions (v.2006.3b March
2007) (Fassò et al. 2001). The results of these simulations
are presented in tables, as the ionization yield function (Y).
This function (Y) shows the number of ion pairs that are
produced per gram of ambient air at a specific atmospheric
depth, by one nucleon of primary CR particle with the en-
ergy per nucleon given (ion pairs sr cm2 g−1).

The energy spectrum of the primary incoming cosmic
rays (both solar and galactic), which fundamentally consist
of α-particles and protons, is considered to be known. The
parametrized differential energy spectrum of galactic cos-
mic rays at the Earth’s orbit is given by the force field model
(Gleeson and Axford 1968; Caballero-Lopez and Moraal
2004; McCracken and Beer 2007). The modulation poten-
tial (ϕ given in MV) provides a good single-parameter ap-
proximation of the actual shape of the cosmic ray spectrum
near Earth (Usoskin et al. 2005). An implicit parameter of
the force field approximation is the shape of the LIS, which
is not well known. In this model, the LIS for protons in
line with Burger et al. (2000) is used. Regarding the heav-
ier species, since they are identical to a-particles, both in
the induced ionization and in the heliospheric modulation
(Z/A ≈ 1/2), all the nuclei heavier than protons are consid-
ered as a-particles with the corresponding number of nucle-
ons. The heavier nuclei (including a-particles) to protons ra-
tio is defined to be 0.3 in the interstellar space (e.g., Gaisser
et al. 2013).

The CRII rate (number of ion pairs produced in one gram
of the ambient air per second) at a specific atmospheric

http://cosmicrays.oulu.fi/CRII/CRII.html
http://cosmicrays.oulu.fi/CRII/CRII.html
http://cosmicrays.oulu.fi/phi/phi.html
http://cosray.phys.uoa.gr
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depth x can be represented in as follows:

Q(x,φ) =
∑

i

Qi =
∑

i

∫ ∞

Tc,i

Ji(T ,φ) · Yi(x,T ) · dT

where J i(T ,ϕ) is the differential energy spectrum of galac-
tic cosmic rays in the Earth’s vicinity (in units of [cm2 sec sr
(GeV/nuc)]−1), Yi (x,T ) is the ionization yield function
(number of ion pairs produced at the atmospheric depth x

by one primary cosmic ray particle of the i-th type, isotrop-
ically impinging on the Earth’s magnetosphere with kinetic
energy T ), and the summation is carried out over different i-
th species of CR (α-particles, protons, heavier species). Inte-
gration is carried out above Tc,i , which is the kinetic energy
of an i-th type particle, corresponding to the local geomag-
netic cut-off rigidity Rc. The full details of the CRII model
are given in Usoskin and Kovaltsov (2006) and Usoskin
et al. (2010).

4 Results

Using the CRII model of Usoskin and Kovaltsov (2006) and
the extension of this of Usoskin et al. (2010), a study of the
distribution of ionization on a monthly and yearly basis dur-
ing the solar cycles 23 and 24 covering the years from 1996
to 2008 and from 2009 to 2019 respectively, was performed.
These cycles are characterized by different features, being
the first one as a cycle with intense solar activity and the
second one being a very calm cycle. Generally, a gradual in-
crease of the ionization rate from the solar maximum to the
solar minimum, and vice versa, was observed. However, it
is noted that this gradual increase is disturbed when the so-
lar activity is greater than that during the solar maximum of
the respective cycle, i.e., comparing the year 2001 with the
years 2000 and 2003 of the solar cycle 23. Finally, a seasonal
variation of the CRII is observed, with a few deviations due
to strong solar activity.

4.1 Yearly distribution of the CRII

Applying the CRII model in the entire atmosphere, we have
calculated the ionization induced by cosmic rays in each
year of the two solar cycles 23 and 24. These calculations
have been done for a polar region, a middle latitude and
an equatorial region as well as during the minima, ascend-
ing/descending phases and solar maxima of these cycles.
Some indicative results are given in the following figures.

The cosmic ray induced ionization at the solar maxima
(year 2001 for the cycle 23 and year 2014 for the cycle
24) and at the solar minima (year 1996 for solar cycle 23
and year 2009 for the solar cycle 24), for a Polar region
(Rc = 0.1 GV), for a middle latitude region (Athens, Rc =
8.5 GV), and for an Equatorial region (Rc = 14.9 GV), as

Fig. 1 Distribution of the CRII as a function of the atmospheric depth
at Polar regions (cut-off rigidity 0.1 GV), during the years 1996 and
2001 (solar minimum and maximum of solar cycle 23, respectively)
and the years 2009 and 2014 (solar minimum and maximum of solar
cycle 24, respectively)

Fig. 2 Distribution of the CRII as a function of atmospheric depth at
Athens region (cut-off rigidity 8.5 GV), during the solar maximum and
minimum of the solar cycles 23 and 24

a function of the atmospheric depth, is presented in Figs. 1,
2, 3, respectively. It is obvious that during the solar max-
ima (2001, 2014), the ionization presents minimum values,
while during the solar minima (1996, 2009), the ionization
is maximum. More to that, we observe that the CRII has the
minimum values when the solar activity is greater than the
one during the solar maximum of the respective cycle, i.e.,
comparing year 2001 with years 2000 and 2003. This indi-
cates that the ionization follows the behavior of the cosmic
rays, which is negatively correlated with the solar activity
(Forbush 1954).

Observing Table 1, it is important to mention that, re-
garding the solar cycle 23, during the solar maximum, the
ionization is almost two times greater at the Poles than in
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Table 1 Maximum values of
CRII during the solar minimum
and maximum of solar cycles 23
and 24, at a Polar region
(Rc = 0.1 GV), a middle latitude
region (Athens, Rc = 8.5 GV),
and an Equatorial region
(Rc = 14.9 GV)

YEARS CRII (ion pairs/g*sec)

Polar Region
0.1 GV

Mid-Latitude Region
Athens 8.5 GV

Equatorial Region
14.9 GV

1996 (min. SC23) 260.103

(2 g/cm2)
80.103

(85 g/cm2)
51.103

(115 g/cm2)

258.103

(25 g/cm2)
80.103

(115 g/cm2)

2009 (min. SC24) 402.103

(0.8 g/cm2)
84.103

(85 g/cm2)
53.103

(115 g/cm2)

83.103

(115 g/cm2)

2001 (max. SC23) 158.103

(55 g/cm2)
72.103

(85 g/cm2)
48.103

(115 g/cm2)

72.103

(115 g/cm2)

2014 (max. SC24) 194.103

(45 g/cm2)
76.103

(85 g/cm2)
50.103

(115 g/cm2)

75.103

(115 g/cm2)

Fig. 3 Distribution of the CRII as a function of atmospheric depth, at
Equatorial regions (cut-off rigidity 14.9 GV), for the solar maximum
and minimum of the solar cycles 23 and 24

Athens, while during the solar minimum, it is almost three
and a half times greater. Especially, regarding the solar cy-
cle 24, during the solar maximum, the ionization is two and
a half times greater at the Poles than in Athens, while during
the solar minimum, it is almost five times greater!

Respectively, regarding the solar cycle 23, during the so-
lar maximum, the ionization is almost three times greater at
the Polar than in the Equatorial regions, while during the so-
lar minimum, it is almost five times greater. Regarding the
solar cycle 24, during the solar maximum, the ionization is
almost four times greater at the Polar than in the Equatorial
regions, while during the solar minimum, it is almost seven
and a half times greater! This should be due to the fact that

the solar cycle 24 was generally a quiet cycle in comparison
with the solar cycle 23 that was very active and thus the CRII
had greater fluctuations and greater values during the solar
cycle 24. Comparing the respective values between Athens
and Equatorial regions, we note that the variation is slightly
bigger during the solar cycle 24, which confirms that solar
activity has greater impact on the CRII at low rigidity areas.
However, we still have greater CRII values during the last
solar cycle.

Furthermore, we observe that for the region of Athens
there is a double peak, one at the atmospheric depth 85
g/cm2 and one at 115 g/cm2, with the 85 g/cm2 to be the
biggest one, while for the Equatorial region, we note there
is one peak at the 115 g/cm2. For the Polar regions, the ion-
ization rate is maximum at lower, unpredictable atmospheric
depths. As it concerns the Polar regions, we also note that
during the solar maxima the ionization curve is smooth with
one maximum value at different atmospheric depths though,
whereas during the solar minimum 2009 it has one peak at
very low atmospheric depth (0.8 g/cm2) and during the so-
lar minimum 1996 there is a double peak, one at the atmo-
spheric depth of 2 g/cm2 and one at 25 g/cm2, with the value
of 2 g/cm2 to be the biggest one.

It is noted that the atmospheric depths of 85 and 115
g/cm2 (∼100 g/cm2) roughly correspond to the altitude of
18-20 km, where the secondary energetic particles are gen-
erated. Thus, as we go toward the Poles, maximum CRII
ionization is found to be in lower atmospheric depths, i.e.,
higher in the atmosphere, and during the minimum of the
solar cycles, the ionization rate is growing, and the differ-
ence between the ionization rate during the maximum and
the minimum of solar cycle in each location, is significantly
increased.
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Fig. 4 Three-dimensional
presentation of the annual
distribution of CRII as a
function of cut-off rigidity (GV)
and atmospheric depth (g/cm2),
for the year 2000, when solar
activity was very intense during
the solar cycle 23

All this is due to the geomagnetic cut-off rigidity of each
location (Rc), as the lower it is, the more cosmic rays en-
ter the magnetosphere and the atmosphere, which then can
ionize it and create different effects (Gerontidou et al. 2021).

All of the above are shown indicatively in Fig. 4 where
the annual distribution of CRII is depicted three dimension-
ally as a function of cut-off rigidity and atmospheric depth,
for the year 2000, when solar activity was very intense dur-
ing the solar cycle 23. It is obvious, once again, that for
rigidities around 0 GV, i.e., Polar regions, the ionization
rate is maximum at lower atmospheric depths (higher alti-
tude), while as we move toward rigidities 15 GV, i.e., Equa-
torial regions, the maximum ionization rate is fixed approx-
imately at 100 g/cm2 (18-20 km altitude) where the pro-
duction of muons from the cosmic ray particles is maxi-
mum.

Moreover, it is resulted that the solar cycle 24 is a quiet
and less active solar cycle, thus we notice that in general the
ionization rates during the solar maximum and minimum are
higher than the ones during the solar cycle 23.

4.2 Long term modulation of the CRII

It is known that the atmospheric depth of x = 700 g/cm2

(∼3 km altitude) is useful for the comparison with the for-
mation of low clouds (Bazilevskaya et al. 2008). Thus, time
profiles of monthly values of the calculated CRII from the
year 1996 to the year 2019, covering two solar cycles, at
the atmospheric depth of x = 700 g/cm2 (∼3 km altitude)
are illustrated in Fig. 5 for polar (upper curve), mid-latitude
(middle curve) and equatorial (lower curve) regions. It is im-
portant to be noted that the ionization rate presents a long-

Fig. 5 Time profiles of the monthly distribution of CRII at the atmo-
spheric depth x = 700 g/cm2 (∼3 km altitude), at the Polar (0.1 GV)
(upper curve), Athens (8.5 GV) (middle curve) and Equatorial region
(14.9 GV) (lower curve), for the time period 1996-2019, illustrating the
ionization effect of CRs if there was no solar modulation, i.e., φ = 0,
which would roughly correspond to the “Maunder minimum” of solar
activity

term modulation that means an 11-year variation, similar to
that one of the galactic cosmic ray intensity at all the above
regions (Mavromichalaki et al. 1995). This effect is known
that it is due to the solar activity and is more intense in the
Polar Regions. In addition, a possible comparison of the ac-
tual calculated ionization for the Poles, the Equator and the
Athens to the “Maunder Minimum” period that is character-
ized from the lack of solar activity, is also presented in this
figure (Bazilevskaya et al. 2008; Usoskin et al. 2010).
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Fig. 6 Comparison of the monthly distribution of CRII at the atmospheric depth x = 700 g/cm2 (red line, both panels), with the cosmic ray
intensity of the Athens Neutron Monitor (green line, left panel) and the sunspot number (green line, right panel) for the time period 1996-2019

Fig. 7 Correlation between the monthly distribution of CRII at the atmospheric depth x = 700 g/cm2 and the cosmic ray intensity of the Athens
Neutron Monitor for the time period 2000-2019 (left panel), and the sunspot number (right panel), for the time period 1996-2019

4.3 Cosmic ray intensity and solar activity

A comparison of the distribution of CRII, at the atmospheric
depth of x = 700 g/cm2, to the cosmic ray flux recorded
by the Athens Neutron Monitor, during the solar cycles 23
and 24, was performed on a monthly basis, and it is illus-
trated in Fig. 6 (left panel). We observe that CRII is in a
positive correlation with the intensity of the cosmic ray flux,
while a negative correlation with solar activity, expressed
by the sunspot number, is obvious too (Fig. 6, right panel).
In Fig. 7, the exact correlation between the monthly distri-
bution of CRII and the cosmic ray intensity of the Athens
Neutron Monitor for the time period 2000-2019 is shown in
the left panel (Pearson correlation coefficient 0.88), whereas
the correlation between the monthly distribution of CRII and
the sunspot number, for the time period 1996-2019, is shown
in the right panel (Pearson correlation coefficient -0.83).

It is concluded from this analysis that the ionization rate
due to cosmic rays follow well the behavior of the cosmic
ray intensity measured by ground-based detectors present-
ing an 11-year cycle, while the solar activity expressed by
the sunspot number, is in inverse relation with it (Forbush
1954; Makrantoni et al. 2013).

4.4 Seasonal variation of the CRII

The monthly distribution of the calculated CRII in Athens
for the solar cycles 23 and 24, at atmospheric depth 100
g/cm2, where the maximum ionization in the atmosphere is
observed, are presented in Figs. 8 and 9 respectively. Ac-
tually, we noted that at the region of Athens we have the
maximum ionization at atmospheric depth 85 g/cm2 and a
second peak at 115 g/cm2; thus, for this monthly distribu-
tion, the mean CRII of these two atmospheric depths is used.
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Fig. 8 Seasonal variation of CRII at the atmospheric depth x = 100
g/cm2 (∼18-20 km altitude), in Athens (8.5 GV), for each year of the
solar cycle 23

Fig. 9 Seasonal variation of CRII at the atmospheric depth x = 100
g/cm2, in Athens (8.5 GV), for each year of the solar cycle 24

With these graphs we would like to study whether there is a
seasonal variation of the Cosmic Ray Induced Ionization.

The monthly distribution of CRII for each year of the so-
lar cycle 23, is presented in Fig. 8. In this graph, we can
clearly distinguish the different solar cycle phases. On the
top, we have the years during which we had minimum so-
lar activity (2008, 2007, 1997, 1996, 2006), in the middle
the years that correspond to the ascending and descending
phases of the solar cycle (1995, 1999, 2005, 2004) and at
the bottom we have the years that correspond to maximum
solar activity (2001, 2002, 2003, 2000).

Since the solar cycle 24 is generally characterized by low
solar activity, we can see in Fig. 9 that there is not such a
clear distinction between the solar phases as there is for so-
lar cycle 23. However, it is clear enough that the same pat-
tern is followed on the top of the graph, we have the years
during which we had minimum solar activity (2009, 2019,

Fig. 10 Comparison of seasonal variation of the mean CRII of solar
cycle 23 (black line) and solar cycle 24 (blue line), at the atmospheric
depth x = 100 g/cm2 in Athens (8.5 GV)

2018), a little lower we find the years that correspond to the
ascending and descending phases of this solar cycle (2010,
2017, 2016, 2011), and as we go downwards, we meet the
years where there was maximum solar activity (2012, 2013,
2014, 2015). The more active the Sun is, the more obvious
the solar phases are.

The calculated mean monthly CRII over the solar cycle
23 (black line) and the corresponding one of the solar cy-
cle 24 (blue line) are illustrated in Fig. 10. We note that the
mean CRII line of solar cycle 23 present sharp peaks, as it
was a very active solar cycle; whereas the mean CRII line
of solar cycle 24, where there was lower solar activity, is
smoother. Nevertheless, it is obvious in both cases that there
is a seasonal variation of the Cosmic Ray Induced Ionization
for both cycles. More specifically, the seasonal variation of
the CRII is in an absolute negative correlation between the
two solar cycles for the seasons March-April and October-
November, during which strong solar activity was recorded,
such as the events of October 2003, of March 2012, etc.
(Papaioannou et al. 2010; Plainaki et al. 2005; Livada et al.
2018).

5 Conclusions

In this work the 11-year modulation of the ionization rate
induced by cosmic rays in the entire atmosphere using the
CRII model, was studied. From the detailed analysis of this
atmospheric ionization at Polar, Mid and Equatorial regions
on monthly and yearly basis during the time period 1996
to 2019, covering two solar cycles, we have concluded the
following:

The CRII model is an important tool providing the op-
portunity to compute the cosmic ray induced ionization in
the entire atmosphere for desired locations and for differ-
ent conditions. Comparing the CRII calculations to the mea-
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sured cosmic ray intensity data recorded at the neutron mon-
itor station operated at the University of Athens, a sea level
and middle latitude station, during the two solar cycles 23
and 24, satisfactory results useful for the Space Weather and
Climate community are obtained (Makrantoni et al. 2013;
Bazilevskaya and Mironova 2015; Christodoulakis et al.
2019).

Estimating the ionization induced by the cosmic rays in
this middle latitude region, it seems to have different values
during the minimum, ascending /descending and maximum
phases of each one of these cycles, being greater during the
minimum phase of them.

It is also reported that the ionization values in these two
cycles present differences as well as in the polar and equa-
torial regions with the greater ones during the solar cycle 24
that is a quieter cycle. Possibly this is resulting from the fact
that the examined time interval includes an even and an odd
solar cycle that follow the behavior of the 22-year variation
of cosmic ray activity due to the polarity reversal of the so-
lar magnetic field in the maximum periods (Mavromichalaki
et al. 1997).

In general, the CRII values are more intense in the po-
lar regions, while in the middle and equatorial regions the
CRII values present only small differences in the maximum
and minimum periods. It is also outlined from Fig. 5, where
the CRII during the Maunder minimum are presented. It is
concluded that the solar activity is an important factor to the
ionization production by the cosmic rays that are strongly
modulated by this activity.

Moreover, studying the distribution of the ionization on
Earth for several cut-off rigidities ranged from 0.1 to 14.9
GV, that means for geomagnetic latitudes 0◦-90◦, as it was
expected, we note that there is a maximum value of ion-
ization at Polar region, during the solar minima, for the
most rigidities roughly at the atmospheric depth of x = 100
g/cm2, where the production of muons is maximum due to
the interaction of the cosmic rays with the molecules of the
atmosphere.

Finally, a seasonal variation of the ionization induced by
the cosmic rays during the last two solar cycles 23 and 24 is
for first time observed and differences among the phases of
these cycles are determined. In opposite with the minima of
the cycles 23 and 24, high variations are observed during the
maxima and the ascending/descending phases of these solar
cycles, as well as in the periods when the Sun is very ac-
tive (e.g., during the “Halloween solar storms” that occurred
from mid-October to early November 2003). The calculated
ionization during the minima of the solar cycles seems not
to be characterized by conspicuous seasonal variations.

All this strengthens the belief that variations in the cos-
mic ray intensity, measured by the ground-based neutron
monitors, are a significant factor in the expecting ionization
of the atmosphere and thus in impacting the Earth’s climate.

For example, a decrease of atmospheric ionization leads to
a decrease in the concentration of charge condensation cen-
tres in which a decrease of total cloudiness and atmosphere
turbulence together with an increase in isobaric levels is ob-
served. As a result, a decrease of rainfall is also expected.
Similarly, Todd and Kniveton (2001), investigating 32 For-
bush decrease events over the period 1983–2000, found re-
duced cloud cover of 18% and 12% (Dorman 2016). Dur-
ing big solar CR events when CR intensity and ionization in
the atmosphere significantly increases, an inverse situation
is expected and an increase in cloudiness should lead to an
increase in rainfall.

Concluding, we can say that a future investigation of the
meteorological parameters and the climate factors in combi-
nation with the results of this work concerning the solar cy-
cle variations of the cosmic ray intensity and consequently
of the ionization rate in the atmosphere will lead for a better
understanding of atmospheric and space weather conditions.

From our point of view, cosmic rays and induced ion-
ization, through their influence on cloudiness, are important
factors in understanding climate.
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